2020vet offers intelligent logistics optimization and forensic engineering leveraging the latest technologies with industry experts with an emphasis on hiring and assisting veterans reintegrate successfully. Logistics: We cover every phase of the supply chain from acquisition, inventory management, assembly, fulfillment, distribution and reverse logistics. We simplify the supply chain and create real-time visibility, management and control. Engineering: We specialize in accident, delays and management failure analysis. 2020vet has the industry’s best engineers, scientists and aviators who collect information and present it in a clear, concise way so our customer can make better, informed decisions. Our drone services program can provide you with critical data to strengthen operations, reduce risks and costs, increase productivity and protect workers.

Project Profiles
- CA First5 Program-Distribute information to over 400K new parents annually through inventory management, data integration, kitting, fulfillment, packaging and delivery
- Pacific Gas & Electric-Manage inventory and distribute hundreds of line items to low-income homes across CA in order to gain more energy efficiencies
- CA Department of Consumer Affairs-Information campaign; print, assemble, package, data capture and distribute Notice to Motorists signs across the state
- US Postal Service: Assist in delivery vehicle fire investigations nationwide
- Drone Services-In the top 8% of revenue earning drone service firms with a spotless safety record having completed thousands of flights across various industry sectors

Capabilities
We make the complex simple through our award winning team of account managers, supply chain experts, aviators and engineers along with our cutting edge technology solutions. 2020vet is located in Silicon Valley, California with a satellite office in Washington DC. We reduce disruption, costs and environmental footprints. 2020vet increases oversight, speed, security, flexibility and quality, giving our customers competitive advantages needed in an ever-changing business environment.

Key Differentiators
- Certified Experts
- Corporate Certifications
- Veteran Led
- Total Solution Provider
- Life-Cycle Cost Advantages
- Sole Source Option
- Strategic Partnerships
- Capacity for Large Projects
- Just in Time Solutions
- Strong Past Performance
- Individual TS Clearance
- Government Contracting

About
The founder of 2020vet is a former Army aero scout reconnaissance helicopter pilot and senior logistician in the most deployable units in the world. Erica has taken these skills and created a business. She has built a team comprised of mostly military veterans who have extensive investigative, logistical and piloting backgrounds who have been performing in various operational capacities for decades. 2020vet means a ‘vision for veterans’ so we welcome you to help us put our nations veterans to work and perform at the highest levels possible. Getting things where they need to be and obtaining and presenting data is nothing new for us. We have technical competencies and training in leadership, risk mitigation, operational planning, stress management and are mission focused. At this point, we have but one mission-yours!